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Discover the Beauty of Vintage PYREX! This book is the first comprehensive, all-inclusive, pictorial

reference of standard and promotional items produced on opal PYREX in North America from the

1940s through the 1980s. Until now, complete records of what was produced and when were

difficult to find and took hours of scouring multiple online resources. With this book, the complete

chronological history of the thousands of colors and patterns of vintage opal PYREX bowls and

bake ware are available in one easy-to-use reference guide. Discover how to: Identify nearly every

pattern and color of vintage PYREX ever produced; Distinguish between standard patterns, design

variations and promotional items; Find out the dates of production for items; Answer those

persistent questions that have baffled collectors for decades; Determine the value of your decorated

PYREX items and sets; Recognize if your items are rare or valuable; and Price your items for

resale.
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Discover the Beauty of Vintage PYREX! This book is the first comprehensive, all-inclusive, pictorial

reference of standard and promotional items produced on opal PYREX in North America from the

1940s through the 1980s. Until now, complete records of what was produced and when were

difficult to find and took hours of scouring multiple online resources. With this book, the complete

chronological history of the thousands of colors and patterns of vintage opal PYREX bowls and

bake ware are available in one easy-to-use reference guide. Discover how to: Identify nearly every

pattern and color of vintage PYREX ever produced; Distinguish between standard patterns, design



variations and promotional items; Find out the dates of production for items; Answer those

persistent questions that have baffled collectors for decades; Determine the value of your decorated

PYREX items and sets; Recognize if your items are rare or valuable; and Price your items for

resale.

I absolutely love this book. I use it several times a week as an avid pyrex collector. Beautiful high

quality pictures.

Love this Pyrex Book. It's my Go To Guide for Pyrex. My only wish is that it would at least list some

of the Hard to Find pieces even if the Author didn't have a Picture of the Piece, with a nice

description.

This I bought for my daughter. She was here when I came. She loved it. What a wonderful book.

We have just started to collect Pyrex in ernest, there was nothing available to determine what piece

comes in what color or design. This book tells me all this and more like when it was introduced. You

will see all the numbers for the pieces and for the series of pieces. Very worth the money to have a

list of what all is available. Thanks for all the research that you did to write the book.

Excellent! Lovely pictures and all of the pertinent information I was looking for. I wanted this as a

pattern reference and to see what pieces were made in each. Perfect! The price info is irrelevant,

imho, because the price is set by what people will pay. Worth every penny!

The full color photos and original ads help with finding patterns. The thorough accounting of patterns

and sizes is vey helpful. I love this book it's easy to read and easy to find/reference my ISO list!!

wish I had known about this book before buying Pyrex unauthorized edition 5 by Mauzy. The Mauzy

book is ok, but would of gladly spent the $50.00 and not bought the 4th and 5th edition of Mauzy.

Although Mauzy book`s do have useful info. Can`t help reading about pyrex from all the books that I

have.

I'm new to Pyrex collecting and wanted to know what patterns I had; when were they produced and

a guide to rarity and value. Pyrex Passion by Michael D. Barber is an easy read that gave me the



information I wanted. In fact it just makes me want to collect more Pyrex!!!!
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